Physical and biological
factors differ from one
water body to another,
whether you are using
The Water Cleanser in
your salt aquarium, or a
Council Lake. We provide
full support to help you
get maximum benefit
from our product.

Providing an innovative,
way to naturally solve
water problems.
Suitable for all contained
bodies of water - salt and
fresh water - the Water
Cleanser enhances nature
to improve nature.

Natural Water Cleaning Solution
Chemically Free, Environmentally Friendly
Water Treatment

FINALIST

For the past 12 months we have used the
Marine Easy Clean block’s in both of our
canals with great results. I found that the
canals were cleaner and free of Algae and
other Organic products.

FINALIST

Toxic mud areas had been dramatically
cleaned up with no stench noticeable
anymore. We also found the beach area
is now clean, which makes it great for our
patrons and their children to bathe in crystal
clear water.

even frog frien

I would totally recommend this product
to anybody who has a pool, spa, pond or
similar waterways to use the Marine Easy
Clean product with confidence. For anymore
information about this product please
contact me.
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Grant Nichols
Manager
Carnarvon Beach Canal Retreat

Product of Australia
Tel:+61 89414 1159
Fax: +61 89414 1922
sales@twca.net.au

www.theWaterCleanser.com.au

by Marine Easy Clean

Nature at Work for You
Chemically Free, Environmentally Friendly
Water Treatment Solution
In scientific terms, the use of microorganisms to remove pollution is known as “bioremediation” and it is the safest
way to clean your water. At Marine Easy Clean, we simply call it “enhancing nature to clean nature”. Organic
pollution is a significant pollutant in many water systems.
The Water Cleanser is a waxy block that contains an enriched energy source which beneficial microbes eat. It is
usually in block or ball form. When friendly microbes feed on the energy rich block, it causes them to breed in large
numbers. Once the microbes dominate the water body they also consume organic waste at an accelerated rate,
rapidly breaking down toxic organic compounds into harmless substances.
There are many different types of microbes that eat up the organic in your water. Most of them need to use oxygen
from the water to live, which depletes the oxygen levels in the water. Adequate oxygen is critical for all aquatic
plants and animals. Fortunately, the Water Cleanser also encourages beneficial microbes that do not require oxygen
to live, so they continue to eat organic waste after all the aerobic microbes have died.

Organic Solution for Organic Problems
Industrial Use
The Water Cleanser is available in large industrial
blocks and is suitable for a wide range of
agricultural and industrial applications.
It has been used effectively in livestock dams,
natural and artificial lakes and sewage ponds.
Smelly, algae affected, dirty dams and lakes with
no wildlife become healthier, cleaner and clearer.
Algae disappears, ducks, frogs and other wildlife
return and water becomes cleaner for domestic
stock to drink.

Once these helpful anaerobic microbes have done their job, there is less waste, oxygen from the atmosphere is
returned to the water and plant and animal life can flourish once more.The results are astounding with dramatically
clearer water for aquariums, ponds and swimming pools. The Water Cleanser can rejuvenate larger bodies of water
like dams and lakes. As the ecosystem is restored, wildlife and stock
return to waterways and aquatic and plant life flourish.The ingredients
in TWC are completely organic, and non-toxic. No substances leach
into the water. It is a perfect, natural solution.

Today Marine Easy Clean has
26 patents registered around
the world.
Winner of Best Commercial
Inventor Award 2011
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Pond with no water change in 18 months
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Completely natural and
environmentally friendly
Oxygenates the surface soil
Safe to all aquatic life
Promotes cleaner and healthier water
Reduces odour
Reduces your chemical use
Produces healthier aquatic and plant life
Inexpensive and long lasting
Reduce your maintenance costs
Easy to use
Effective, inexpensive, totally safe
Clean water, naturally

Robert Morgan of Blue
Lagoon Pearls in Monkey
Mia, discovered The Water
Cleanser while investigating
how to keep his pearl oysters
clean and healthy. For more
than a decade, Rob has tested
and refined the product for
both domestic and commercial
applications.

WA Innovator of the Year
Grand Final 2011

Domestic Use
Aquariums, fish tanks, water features, ponds and
swimming pools.
Extremely popular for the aquarium and pond
user, the product keeps water clear with less
frequent water changes.
Suitable for both fresh and salt water The Water
Cleanser will reduce your maintenance time and
improve the quality of your water.

To Whom this may
Concern
With the state of the degraded lakes in our
Council and all of the ineffective solutions
we had tried it was decided to trial this new
exciting product.
Within a week of treatment the birds
returned and over a six month trial all plant
life has come back to full health with no
more algae blooms or bad smells.
With the simplicity of application for our staff
and low cost of the product we are now
treating 32 lakes in the City of Mandurah.

50% less chemical use

Keith Box
Manager, Operation Services,
City of Mandurah

